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tion methocls such as stitch,

A Cont actlPressure Mounting
System

For the preservation of a specific type of
ti les, which constitute part of the most

in, fragile and deterioratirrg tex-
t group of textiles in the

museum, we consider the c mounting system used in thre past
as preferable when compared to other p
mounting and the use of adhesive,

The conventional contact/pres sure svstem was usuallv com-
posed of two sheets of soda/lime glass g the textile in-between with the
edges taped, The rigidity and non-porous ofthe glass acted to inhibit
physical movement and reduced the re to oxygen and its contaminants

studied, and handled.while permitting the textile to be exhibi

Using the best materials available
have doubtlessly preserved many fragile

t the time, these early examples
iles from destructive elernents,

which inevitably exist within the museum
tion of the fundamentals of this basically e

In order to continue the applica-
system while addressing its

shortcomings, the results of the early ure mounting systenn have
been assessed, and since ry72, this system as undergone a series ofchanges.
The format of our revised system, the
were conceived after observins varied

of which will be discussecl later,
ples of contact/pressure mounting

systems applied in the late rgth century the early r95os, Altkrough
it has only been fifteen years since the in tiation of the revised method. we
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now are confident in it as a recommendable system, provided that n.t only
the p.rinciples and characterisf-ics of conservation mNterials and tech'iques
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are understood but also conscientious long-range prqservation maintenance
will be carried out,

First,  this contact/pressure

tiles, which have reached a specific
described where:

mounting syste4l is intended for tex_
state of deterior{tion. The state can be

r. some or all structural elements of the textirf would break through
stress from movement caused by sewing ancl hfndhng, but

z' have not yet reached the point at which the erenfents wourd decornpose
by simple air-movement over its

3. in the interim, by giving a rnec
pressure with a rigid support s
without breaking.

Before we discuss the contact/1
lil<e to review some other mourrting sy
textiles of similar condition, Because
only the problems as they have occur
activities in the ten to eighty years sin,

Stitched on a stretcher: s.ill< and
In this systern, the textile,
onto a lnounting fabric, which is stretche{ on a stretcher fr:ame,
It is neither supporred by a solid board fror]r behind nor protected
by a Plexiglas box at the front. Since the cbndition of ,o-" u."",
no longer sustains the stress of the stitches or the surface conracr
with wrapping papers, they have broken away so that only the
stitches left behind indicate there was o.rd" . textile.

I{eld by overlaid crepeline, silk, Selljuk, roth cenfury
The textile is covered with a layer of 

"repeii.r", 
which is stitched

onto a mounting fabric to hold the textile in place, In this merrhod,
the crepeline not only obscures the essentifil surface c{etail o,f the
textile but also disguises its dr
crepeline, the condition ol
the same, can be falsely tak
ter.state, Thus the textile v
to rougher handling only to be damaged {nore than before the
conservation work.

To view the textile at its best, we avoi{ covering the textile
with crepeline; if it had to be covered, *" btit"h the textile with
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crepeline onto a stretqher-frame, and protect it with a plexiglas
box, never leaving it lofose and exposed to air and handling.

Giued and in-painted: silk, $icily, r3rh century
Mounted in r9o7, the object has been glued to paper, irr_painted
to suggest the comple[e desig', and rnatted. Although the mat
has soiled and torn, tNre textile has been welr-pre,served by the
rigidity of the paper cbmbined with the adhesive force of grue.'Ihe 

condition, howevpr, had not yet rr:ached the stage, which
r'r'ould require the textile to be adheredl in this manne'. Today,
the adhesive is still stionger than the tr:xtile, so that the textile

. cannot be removed f'oln the molrnt without causing clarnage. As
the early trventieth cetfrt,tty adhesive, paint, ancr paper usecr for
this conservatior-r wor$ will not adversely damage the textile, it
will probably rernain irf this way permanently.

Stitched on ragboard: silk anp linen, Eg;.pt, rcth_rrth century
on a sheet of ragboa]rd, the textires have been sporacricaily
stitchecl' and covered with an acetate sheet duri 'g the r95os.
After thirty years, the fragile textiles ar:e breaking away in the
semi-loose mount, and the acetate sher:t has deteriorated, yel-
lowed, and emits an agidic odor, This suggests that the acetate
rLeeds to be changed approximately eve,ry ten years clepender.rt
on the environment in which it is stored, lo'g beliore it breaks
down. Today, a polyestfr film is availabi,e which is inert and has
a longer life. The surfa$e of both acetate and polyer;ter fihns are.
howeveL, readily scratdhed so that with tl-ris exa'rple, now the.
scratch ma'ks obscure tlre view of the textile underneath. A1so, as
the absorbent, light-col{red ragboard soirs easily by oils and fi.orn
ha.ds and airborne clu$t, it is these conservation rnaterials and
their assemblage, rathef than reasons rerated to the textile itseh.
rn'hich force us to chanpfe the mount at tl-re risk of t]re textile.

To avoid the problems that hfrve occurred witrr the mourLting system:
for fragile textiles discussed, *" 

"l]or" 
to use a contact/pr-essure mounting

' 
coraparison in selecting; the surfac.

tact with the textile, whether glass o,.
re decision to use these ,conservatiui
g out the posit:ive and neg,ative dsperi:

of the materiais in relation to our nebds. There are sorne compr.ornising poin;r
but the nature of the negative aspe{ts involved shoulc{ not be dr:trimental r,,
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the textile and could be alleviated or comPensated for by t

technical work,

Rigiclity:
Glass is rigid by itself, while

Plexi.gLas requires a suPport to create its rigid

Weight:
GJass is very heavy, while

Plextglas is ca. 5oVo lighter.

Surface hardness:

Glass surface is hard, and will not scratch,

Plextglas scratches easjly. When used, it

ing, directed maintenance, and possible futu

Surface compaetnessi
Glass is non-porous which contributes to

adhesion of the textile to its surface under

the micro-environment cieated in the

mounting system,

Glass is a receptor for electricity, but has a

charged, it is negative like all natural matter

and soot, so that they will not attract each

Plexiglas, with its positive charge, attracts

fused with the vacuum phenomenon whic

Plexiglas, methyl methacrylate resin, is re1

in the long range of time,

strong physical

Plexi.glas is slightly porous, thereby somewh t permeable, T[re

surface does not allow the adhesion of the te

Static electricity:
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aids of extrinsic

protective cover-

renewal,

the conditions of

contact/pres sule

inimal charge. If

ich includes dust

tter including tex-

moun[.

tiles and dust, The positive charge, therefore, st be eliminated

with the use of an anti-static agent, (The traction of plastic

material's static electrical force to the textile hould not be con'

occurs when two

rigid materials are pulled apart from each . )

Chemical state:

Glass, because its components include soda Iime, can produce

certain amount ofan alkaline state in the presence of moisture.

moisture is always present in a contact/press
y inert and stable
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Visible light transmission:
Glass transmits ca, 897o visible
is present.

filtering)' type, transmits only 7-

when no coloring matter

Plexiglas transmits more, ca. 9 , making the rrLounted te;<tile
underneath more clearlv visibl than glass, at the same time
e4posing it to more potential da ge by visible light,

UV-ray transmission:
Glass transmits ca, 9o% of the
Plexiglas, if the regular t)?e, mits ca. 4o% and if the "lUV-

-rays.

, a considerable reduction.
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Thermal transmission:
Glass is sensitive to temperature
Plexiglas is slower,

Inherent colop:

hange reacting fast.

Glass can be clear to greenish in
Pledglas can be clear but UV-fi ng type is yello,wish.

Breakage:

Glass shatters under stress.
Plexiglas may crack under a
not shatler,

Crafting possibility:

ncentrated strress, but does

Glass is cut in straight alignmen , leaving a sharp edge,
Plexiglas can be crafted virtuall
craftsman.

in any form by a specialized

Let us examine a few variations of early soda/lime glass and later
Plexiglas mountings; irr order to present how came about re,vising the sys-
tern, They have been rnounted since the r through the r95os so that we
will be able to see the system's thirty- to eig long-rang,e effects.

Fibers always retain some amount
the relative humidity and temperature of th

moisture in direct relation to
environment. Because of this,

when the textile is placed between two ing sheets, a certain amount
of moisture is trapped with the textile w in the near-vacuum micro-
environmental interior. As glass is non , non-absorbent, and quick to
react to temperature changes, if the tem ture decreases for a period of

of the moisture present in thetime, the interior humidity increases beca
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Whereas all the same type of glass mounts how moisture nLarks, we
noticed some without the rrrarks, These mounts

frber. The increased humidity in turn dissolves a
soda/lime glass causing an alkaline interior
deferiorated fibers, As a result. a cloudv effect
of the mount.

sodalime glass but in addition, a piece of cotton-fi
along with the textiles, After fifty years, it finally
addition of the paper prevented the occurrence of
As the newer fibrous materials respond to climate

area must then be substituted with some transpa
for the lost thickness, Otherwise, photographic
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ne components from the
nd will affect already
ld appear in the interior

identical in their use of
r paper had been placed

e evident, that the
visible moistur:e marks,
nges more actiuely than

the old ones, in the micro-environment. thev ha acted as a buffer for the
the presence of bufferinghumidity change. This example suggested that

conservation materials in the mount, micro-envi
at a more stable level thah without them.

ment will be maintained

In contrast, in the mounts made of Pl during the r95os, where
the textile was placed alolre even without a
the moisture markinss did not occur,

conservation :,naterial,

Between the two smooth sheets of glass, the mounted frag-
conservation material to
to prevent the rilippage:

ments have sometimes slipped, The inclusion of
buffer the moisture differential could duallv
not only fcan it] create the surface-to-surface resi between them, one
of the ways to prevent the slippage, but fit] a provide[s] an exhibition
background for the textile, ln this manner, r, the back of the textile
cannot be seen, a shortcoming in using this
window could be made throush all the conse

ng system, A viewing

underneath the textile but this is not possible with
n materials which come
I the cases, as the cutout
t material to compensate

tation ancl techni-
textiles without rnoisture

ion of the dim,ensional

cal analysis should suffice in order to preserve the
marks and slippage,

[One of the several types of reused systems is :scribed, with r,eference
rc '  x  7 ' l . In  the mount ,to] an r8th century Indian floor-covering [meas

the textile must be completely and evenly in con with all the conservation
materials. Dependent on the size and proportion, Plexiglas flexes, and the
larger the size the more it flexes, so that it needs ro securelv fastened onto
the sturdily constructed structure. In addition,
for the estimated flexed space and for the com
variation in the depth of the textile.

fillers must be prepared

The construction of the stretcher-frame ists of a poplar wood,
cross-barred frame to which a sheet of Masonite bo is screwed. The whole
assemblage receives two coats of polyurethane.
contacting Plexiglas will be screwed on,

this, later. the surface-

. t2 )
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In the mou.ting process, the first layer placdd on the stretcher,frame is

cerned about the permissible. higher temperature ra]nge which we consider as

a buffered acid-free paper. T'hen layers of cushiorfing polyester felt are laid,
The cushio'ing layers fill the space created by t{e flexing plexiglas as rvell
as compensate for the thickness-differential of thd textile being mounted. In
this case, the latter was considered nominai so th]at the cushioning felt was
calculated only to fill the center bow of the flexed plexiglas.

The backgrour-rd fabric is then laid,

The textile is positioned on the background fabric,

assemble the contacting Plexiglas onto the stretcfrer-frame. This, however,
is not our method.

Consideling the purpose of app\'i11g the c$ntact/presslrre mounting

almost destructive to the texrile, This crucial layer !f 
plexiglas should, there-

fore, be protected by an exterior covering the secodd sheet, so that in case of
accidental scratching or marling, these marks will l[e on the exterior coverrng
which can then be changecl rvirhout disturbing thQ textile.

Before placing the bxterior Plexiglas, *e pfu"" a fabric-covrlred mar
which covers the sc.ew heilds seen beside the tdxtile, a'c[ when .frnished,
presents the textile within a mat. An extended porfion of tl're fabric which is
covering the mat is brought from the face to the bdck of the stretcher-frame
covering up the exposed side edge of the layers lf conservation rrraterials.
and is fastened,

The exterior Plexiglas is cleaned and placed fn the mat.
The outside fran.re is placed and screwed to ihe stretcher, holding the

conservation u'olk for. museum conservators, th{n begins. our goal is to
maintain the textile environment in one confined {rea isolated from objects
of other rnedia, in order to achieve a specific climate required, steady tem-
perature between 68-7o degrees F and RH 45-jo7", General ly, rnuseum
scientists recomrnend the tactic to maintain the $teady RH percerrtage b1'
adjusting the temperature, regardless of its level. $[e are, however, eLlso con-
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ca. 7z degrees F. Since the oddation rate of fibers s{ems to be directl.y related

to temper:ature, not only the relatirre humidity: the lower the temperaf:ure, the

slower rate of oxidation, even if the rextile is subnferged in non-circulating

water or contained ice.

Air cleanliness, air veiocitl,, and the hours ff illumination need our

boxes. To study the small mounted pieces on a tatlle in the study room, the

table shor,rld be prepared to be shock-retardant by padding with an ironing

board padding, ancl to maintain a clean surface, 4 cotton cover is r:hanged

oftor. In the gallery, lights are tumed on only durijrg visiting hours, and the

levd is kept between 3*8 fc [foot candles] dependin! on the type of dyes used
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in the textile.

The texti les rrounted within the contact/prJessure mounting system
have come through hundreds of years already, anp will go on, Ionlger than
our lifetime, hopefully for'ever. We are looldng aftdr them within our seem-
ing[y "long" professional car,eer of perhaps forty or fifty years.at the longest,
rvhich is only a fraction of time of their perpetual existence. Yet, our every
small casual or serious, bold or cautious encounteri with them in the labora-
tory, galleries, and storeroom, is acutely countecl. The irony is that we are
unable to vvitness which of our rryork will contribr]rte to their well-being or
detriment by our very own eyes, when its result firially becornes apparent, a

intedm tleatment betu,een stitch-mounting and cons{lidati on," Textile Tr,2cltllxents
Reuisited.,I-larpers Felry Regional Texrile Gr.oup lVleeding in the National lMuseun
of A.rnerican I-Iistoly, Slnithsonian Institution, Wasl-riirgton DC, November 1986,
6z-69.


